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To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc bridgethannu@gmai.com
Subject Student Achievement

Aloha,
My name is Bridget Hannu and I am a teacher in the DOE. I am writing
testimony for the Student Achievement Committee meeting which will be held on
Tuesday, April 4th, 2017. I am writing to address Agenda item IV. A.
Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) impacts on school
accountability. I am writing in opposition to #3 in the HIDOE Strategic Plan:
Inclusion Rate.
I have been a teacher for ten years and am currently teaching special
education in an inclusion setting for grades 3-5. I support inclusion
wholeheartedly for special education students when it is appropriate for their
individual needs and when implemented with correct training and support.
Unfortunately, this in not the case at my school, as well as many others. In
my current position I am expected to co-teach a 4th grade classroom with a
general education teacher colleague. Simultaneously, I am responsible for
care coordinating special education students in four other inclusion
classrooms where currently and EA and general education teacher (not trained
in inclusion practices) are to implement their IEPs and help them progress
academically, socially, and behaviorally.
At our school, a small resource setting has been eliminated from our continuum
of placement options. Students with special needs may be placed in a
intensive fully self-contained classroom or in an inclusion setting. This
leads to some student needs not being addressed.
For example, a new student recently entered our school. Their IEP
states,"small setting for reading, writing, and math." It also states, “900
minutes of individual instructional support.” Another student in my classroom
currently receives, 1800 minutes of individual instructional support which is
every minutes of everyday. Both of these students are in the same inclusion
classroom, along with four other special education students with varying
needs. I believe it is an impossible expectation to meet the needs of these
students, plus the other students placed in the inclusion classrooms. I
believe the individualized instruction that some students need would be better
addressed in a small setting.
It would be less distracting to the rest of
the class as well as more focussed on each child’s individual needs. To
remain in compliance with the federal law we must offer a continuum of
placement options and imposing a mandatory inclusion rate would not take into
account our student’s individual needs.
Thank you for your time,
Bridget Hannu
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Hawaiʻi Board of Education, Student Achievement Committee
IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act (“ESSA”) impacts on school
accountability
Aloha distinguished chair Cox and members of the board
I am David Negaard, an English teacher at H.P. Baldwin High School on Maui. I implore you to
defer action on the Department of Education “school accountability framework” until such time
as a new superintendent is at the helm of the DoE.
The DoE proposal seeks to codify a limited and superficial approach to school accountability,
using the Board’s unanimous vote on December 6, 2016 to approve the Strategic Plan as
justification. Their framework perpetuates most of the sins of Strive HI, acknowledges then
dismisses numerous concerns by stakeholders, and eliminates a few elements “regarded
positively as providing additional information about student success,”, suggesting that schools
may add them back as “additional student success measures that are relevant to their school
community and school program” (Matayoshi 7). I would praise that last nod to local engagement
if the rest of the framework was other (and better) than a repackaged, relabeled remix of previous
versions of Strive HI; as it stands, this bone tossed to the idea of local control essentially shifts
the burden of designing meaningful assessment—of fixing the still-broken framework—from the
DoE to overworked schools.
The repeated reminders throughout the DoE proposal that this Board “unanimously approved”
the Strategic Plan seems to ignore the concerns the Board raised at its meeting on December 6,
2016 regarding the specific details, as well as its stated commitment that the Strategic Plan be a
“living document”—a work in progress—and not stone tablets handed down from on high.
Furthermore, those repeated reminders suggest that the DoE believes that approval features that
the Board now approve a document it claims is based on that Strategic Plan. It is important to
remember that the Board directs the Department, and not the other way around.
Living documents change over time as circumstances and understanding do. They are not static,
they are not dictatorial, they are responsive. Right now, circumstances are in flux. A framework
written for today's understanding may well be obsolete in a month. And the due date for ESSA
assessment plans is September 18—there is no need for haste that leads the DoE to submit a
proposal just a few days before a Board meeting and request a decision immediately, without
giving stakeholders (including the public) time to read, analyze,and respond. If the concern is
that schools need to prepare three-year academic-financial plans: first, those are already
due—this proposal is too late to impact them this year—and second, AcFin plans are also (or
ought to be) “living documents,” as well.

Furthermore, the DoE itself is currently in flux. One deputy superintendent has departed, and we
will have a new superintendent this summer. The Board wants to see the DoE move in a new
direction. Adopting a ‘status quo’ assessment framework that new leadership will be bound by
works counter to that intent.
This is your kuleana—to listen to all, then to decide what is best for our students—and you
cannot pass the buck. Please, for the sake of public education in Hawaiʻi, defer action on the
DoE proposed school accountability framework until such time as it can be properly vetted by
stakeholders including the public, until the new superintendent can have input, until what is
offered for your approval is worthy of our keiki.
Mahalo,
David Negaard, Teacher
H.P. Baldwin High School, Wailuku, Maui

Lola <lolaito@gmail.com>
04/03/2017 09:31 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject student achievement

Aloha,
My name is Lola Ito and I am a teacher in the DOE. I am writing a testimony for the Student
Achievement Committee meeting which will be held on Tuesday, April 4, 2017. I am writing
about Agenda item IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) impacts on
school accountability. I am writing in opposition to #3 in the HIDOE strategic plan: Inclusion
Rate.
I have been teaching in the DOE in Hawaii for the past 14 years and am currently in a preschool
special education setting (intensive class). I support the inclusion setting if it is an appropriate
setting for the child and if they are able to meet the child's needs in the inclusion setting with
support that is trained to work with this child.
Unfortunately, this is not the case at my school. I am expected to conduct a Kindergarten
transition program in the 4th quarter and make observations to see how they are able to function
in a general education inclusion setting and how much assistance they would need. Yet when it
comes to having an IEP for the Kindergarten transition for the following year, I am forced to put
the children into the inclusion setting (even though it's not the best setting for them). The school
I am at has eliminated all resource classes for the past 2 years so there is no continuum of
services for these children.
Last year, I had children with lots of behavior problems such as hitting, kicking, choking,
spitting, pushing, etc. due to a large class size of 18 children in the preschool setting. These
behavior problems continued onto Kindergarten due to not having the smaller class size and
smaller teacher to student ratio the year before. And forcing them into the inclusion setting was
not an appropriate placement for them.
We need to follow the law and follow what the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) would be
for each child, whether it be in an inclusion, resource, intensive setting or a combination of any
of the settings. The program and placement of these children should reflect this and where their
needs can be best met.
Thank you,
Lola Ito
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April 4, 2017
Hawaiʻi Board of Education
Student Achievement Committee Meeting
Maggie Cox, Chair
Patricia Bergin, Vice Chair
Dear Chair Cox, Vice Chair Bergin and Members of the Board of Education,
We would like to comment on Item IVA. Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds
Act ("ESSA") impacts on school accountability.
We, the undersigned, are members of the Filipino community in the state of Hawaiʻi
representing higher education, public education, and local organizations and who are
strong advocates for our Filipino students and families in the K-12 Hawaiʻi Department
of Education (HIDOE).
We strongly support the HIDOE’s recommendation to the BOE's Student Achievement
Committee (SAC) to disaggregate Filipinos as a subgroup in the DOE accountability
measures. Currently Filipinos are subsumed under the Asian category.
The federal ESSA law requires school districts to report student data according to
subgroups such as major racial/ethnic groups, English Learners, economically
disadvantaged, children with disabilities, and homeless. Filipino K-12 students
constitute the second largest ethnic group in the HIDOE (22.4%) and deserve to be
counted as its own subgroup.
While Filipinos students overall are performing at the state average in academic
performance measures, when they are lumped together under the Asian category, this
masks disparities. According to StriveHI data 2015, Filipino students scored 20% below
their Asian peers in proficiency in Language arts and math.
Far too long, Filipinos have been considered an "invisible majority" in our public schools.
Recognizing Filipinos as its own category calls attention to the specific issues and needs
of our Filipino students, many who are EL/multilingual learners. Tracking this data will
help us look at student achievement over time and advocate for access to opportunities
and resources, role models, and culturally and linguistic pedagogies that Filipinos need
to succeed in school.
Thank you for your consideration and opportunity to testify.
Sincerely,
Organizations
Filipino Community Center
Filipino-American Advocacy Network
Friends of Operation Manong

Hawaiʻi Friends of Civil Rights
Hilo Visayan Club
KASAMA (Filipino Club at Leeward Community College)
Kokua Kalihi Valley-Community Education and Civic Engagement
Leeward Community College Philippine Studies
Tuloy Pangarap
UHM COE Tinalak Filipino Education Advisory Council
UHM Health Careers Opportunity Program
UHM Office of Multicultural Student Services
Individuals
Katrina Abes, FYE Coordinator, UH West Oahu
Jeannette Abitong-Morimoto, HIDOE Special Education Teacher
Dr. Jeff Acido, Ilokano Language and Literature Program, UHM
Alexandra Aczon, Retired HI DOE Teacher
Edmund Aczon, Board President, Filipino Community Center
Dr. Anna Ah Sam, Faculty Specialist, SEED, UHM
Dr. Amy Agbayani, Chair, Filipino-American Advocacy Network
Amy Amper, Early College Counselor, Leeward Community College
Dr. Norman Q. Arancon, Horticulture, UH Hilo
Dr. Pia Arboleda, Associate Professor, Filipino and Philippine Literature Program
Barbara Arthurs, Ed.D., Retired Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, HCC
Mildred Macugay Asuncion, Retired Hawaiʻi State DOE Teacher, School Counselor, &
Student Services Coordinator
Lito Asuncion, Retired Kauai County Elderly Affairs Program Planner
Dr. Robert Bachini, Director, Student Services, UHM Shidler College of Business
Erica Lei C. Balbag-Gerard, Assistant Professor & Counselor, HCC
Jeanne Batallones, Academic Counselor, Student Support Services, UH Hilo
Clement Bautista, Director, Office of Multicultural Student Services, UHM
Ana Bravo, Faculty Member, Kapi‘olani Community College
Eulanda Opinaldo Campbell, Retired HI DOE Teacher
Elena Clariza, Philippine Studies Librarian, UHM
Ivee Cruz, Teacher, University Laboratory School / East-West Center
Charlene Cuaresma, Member, National Federation of Filipino American Associations
Region 12
Ricardo C. Custodio, MD, MPH Associate Professor, UH West Oahu
Romel Dela Cruz, Retired Hawaiʻi State Hospital Administrator
Jodean Dela Cruz, Retired HI DOE Teacher and Vice Principal
Leon F. Florendo, Interim President, Sariling Gawa Youth Council
Imelda Gasmen, Director, Kabataan: Filipino for Kids Summer Program
Adrienne Guerero, UHM
Anthony P. S. Guerrero, M.D., Chair, Department of Psychiatry, UH-JABSOM
Dr. Patricia Halagao, Associate Professor, UHM COE
Margarita "Dayday" Hopkins, Instructor, UH-Hilo & Member, Hilo Visayan Club

Dr. Rodney Jubilado, Filipino Studies Program, UH Hilo
Dr. Roderick Labrador, Associate Professor, UHM, Ethnic Studies
Dr. Vina Lanzona, Associate Professor, Department of History, UHM
Winnie Lee, M.D., Director, ʻImi Hoʻōla
Dr. Niki E.D. Libarios, Director, Office of Student Services, UHM COE
Ernest Libarios, Retired Counselor, Leeward Community College
Raymund Llanes Liongson, Associate Professor, Leeward Community College
Federico Magdalena, UHM
Agnes Malate, Director, UHM Health Careers Opportunity Program
Jake Manegdeg, Member, Filipino American Citizens League
Dr. Joyce Mariano, Assistant Professor, UHM Filipino American Studies
Marilou Matsuura, UHM COE
Maiana Minahal, Faculty Member, Kapi‘olani Community College
Clemen Montero, Educational Specialist, Center for Philippine Studies, UHM
Allan Nebrija, Disabilities Specialist, Leeward Community College
Merlinda Oania, Retired HIDOE Teacher
Flordelis Oania, Retired HIDOE Teacher
Dr. Jonathon Okamura, UHM Ethnic Studies
Jennifer Padua, Instructor, UHM COE
Leticia C. Pagkalinawan, Assistant Professor, Filipino and Philippine Literature
Program, UHM
Vicky Ramil Social Worker, HI Department of Health
Beatrice Ramos-Razon, Member, Nursing Advocates and Mentors Inc.
Nicole Alia Salis Reyes, Assistant Professor, UHCOE
Chanell Sagon
Michelle Sagon
Eric Saniatan
Dr. Hannah Tavares, Associate Professor UHM COE
Sabrina Fallejo Uganiza, Graduate Student, UHM COE
Johnny Verzon, Retired HIDOE Teacher
Leighton Vila, Member, Pamantasan Kauai
Rose Marie J. Yonamine, HIDOE Teacher

Susan Ing/MILWAENA/HIDOE
04/03/2017 10:45 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony

My name is Susan Ing. I am an 18-year veteran Special Education teacher at a Central school. I
am writing in opposition to Agenda item IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA), #3 HIDOE Strategic Plan: Inclusion Rate.
The Inclusion model is applauded, and I fully support the idea that
students with special needs should not be excluded from same age peers in the general school
population. However, there does exist a population of students in my school that the general
education classroom is not the best placement for them. These students require a teacher that is
able to address their unique learning styles in a smaller learning environment, and this small
learning setting is not equivalent to a table in the back of the general education classroom with a
paraprofessional EA. Placement in an inclusion classroom needs to be addressed with the
studentʻs best interest in mind.
nd

I was an inclusion teacher in a 2 grade classroom. I had 2 students who clearly did not belong in
the classroom full time. The boy had repeated meltdowns, when presented with anything
perceived as “work” which required me, and sometimes the general ed teacher to intervene
before the tantrums escalated to full blown violent meltdowns (kicking, spitting, yelling, etc.).
Other times, this boy would flat out refuse to cooperate within the normal classroom routine. If
classmates needed to pass him on the way to their seats, he would purposefully block their way,
or try to kick them on their way past him.
The girl had reading and comprehension deficits so severe, that delays were inevitable because
everything had to be broken down for her, even to the point me having to draw pictures for her.
This child was not even identified as IDEA, because the teachers were pointedly discouraged
from and special education referrals. Which is another layer of this whole inclusion rate
resolution.
Please join me in opposing this resolution.

Vickie Parker Kam <vlpkam808@gmail.com>
04/03/2017 10:46 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony

Aloha Members of the Board of Education,
My name is Vickie Parker Kam and I am the Academic Growth Coach, RTI Lead, Induction and
Mentoring Site Coordinator, Test Coordinator and Curriculum Coordinator for ELA/Social
St/Electives at Ilima Intermediate School in Ewa Beach, on Oahu.
The focus of my concern is the rush by the current DOE administration to force feed the schools
into developing a three year Academic Financial Plan. This does not seem prudent given that
we will have a new Superintendent of Schools who will want to plan, implement and review their
own ideas for the direction of Hawaii Schools. And he/she should definitely be entitled to do just
that.
I ask that the board reconsider the need to have these plans in place by the end of April for the
following reasons:







The deadline for ESSA has been moved back to September 18, 2017. Why are we
rushing to develop these plans now without the input of our new Superintendent?
Due to new federal leadership, the ESSA guidelines have been modified greatly. It is
possible that the new guidelines, once developed at a national level, will change
everything we are planning for now. How does forcing the schools to plan for THREE
years now make sense under these rapidly changing conditions?
Historically, schools have developed AcFin plans for one year in advance. This was
prudent and allowed schools the flexibility to redesign their plan as new developments
came up, for example, if their was a major increase in staff turnover or new CAS initiated
mandates. These plans are living documents and as such allow for flexibility for schools
to plan for their student populations. However, without knowing the directions our new
Superintendent will give, we will be doing double the work.
Currently, the public has been allowed very little time to review the new ESSA and give
input.

As we saw during the ESSA Taskforce community meetings - people are interested and they
want to have the opportunity to participate in designing schools that support their children .
I appreciate the opportunity to share my concerns with the Board and hope that all of us, as
citizens concerned with the education of our keiki, can find common ground to support our new
Superintendent and their administration by allowing for more time to learn, plan and support the
development of AcFin plans that truly reflect the future of education in Hawaii.
Mahalo,
Vickie Parker Kam
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Native Hawaiian Education Council
April 3, 2017

Margaret Cox, Committee Chairperson
Patricia Bergin, Committee Vice Chairperson
State of Hawai‘i, Board of Education
1390 Miller Street, Room 309
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813
Via: testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
Re:

April 4, 2017 – Student Achievement Committee
IV. A. Recommendation for Action – Committee Action on Every Student
Succeeds Act (“ESSA”) impacts on school accountability

Dear Chair Cox and Vice Chair Bergin,
The Native Hawaiian Education Council (NHEC or the Council) would like to convey
SUPPORT for the agenda item re: the Department of Education`s (DOE) recommendations
about the ESSA impacts on school accountability.
The Council is mindful that Hawai‘i operates in a unique context of having a single State
Educational Agency (SEA) and Local Educational Agency (LEA); two official languages—English
and Hawaiian—that are mediums of instruction in the State’s public education system; and a
public charter school system that is a blend of Hawaiian language immersion and Hawaiian
culture based schools and in the midst of implementing the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA)—the most pervasive federal policy change since No Child Left Behind in 2001, returning
control to State’s by Congressional intent.
We specifically support the following DOE elements and recommendations:
A) Design principles: State, not federal driven; timely, user-friendly and consistent
reporting; information-driven accountability; local flexibility; redefined federal ESSA school
accountability; statewide impact (including public charter schools); and multi-level schools.
B) N-size of 20 which is significantly lower than the current n-size of 40 and would
include more meaningful student subgroup data for analysis and reporting; we also
acknowledge the Special Education Advisory Council`s recommendation of a n-size of 10;

735 BISHOP STREET, SUITE 224

HONOLULU, HAWAI‘I 96813

PHONE: 808-523-6432

EMAIL: NHEC@NHEC.ORG

Margaret Cox
Patricia Bergin
April 3, 2017
Page 2
C) Filipino, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander data as disaggregated groups,
affirming the current practice of disaggregating Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander groups
and adding Filipino, the second largest ethnic student group represented, to the disaggregated
groups;
D) Updating the list of schools receiving Title I school improvement funds and support
(current list is based on 2012-13); and
E) Implementing the recommended framework in Fall 2017; with inclusion of locally
selected measures for Fall 2018.
The Native Hawaiian Education Council was established in 1994 under the federal
Native Hawaiian Education Act. The Council is charged with coordinating, assessing and
reporting and making recommendations on the effectiveness of existing education programs for
Native Hawaiians, the state of present Native Hawaiian education efforts, and improvements
that may be made to existing programs, policies, and procedures to improve the educational
attainment of Native Hawaiians.
Please feel free to contact the Council’s Executive Director, Dr. Sylvia Hussey, directly
via e-mail (sylvia@nhec.org), office (808.523.6432) or mobile (808.221.5477) telephone with
any questions.
Sincerely,

Dr. Lisa M. Watkins-Victorino, Chair
cc: Native Hawaiian Education Council and staff

Steve <johnson.stevenb@gmail.com>
04/03/2017 11:25 AM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Selecting a DOE Superintendent

Testimony to the Hawaii Board of Education Student Achievement Committee
RE: Item IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeed Act ("ESSA") impacts on school
accountability
Tuesday, April 4, 2017
Aloha distinguished chair Cox and Members of the Committee:

My name is Steve Johnson. I am a teacher at Baldwin High School on Maui. I ask that the delay
acting on the Department of Education "school accountability framework" until a new
Superintendent is hired.
First, there is no need to hurry. The federal deadline for submission of an ESSA plan is
September 18, 2017. There is time to consider what a truly transformative plan that serves our
students' needs should contain. The DoE proposal is incremental and retains many of the worst
elements of past versions of Strive HI.
Second, the DoE will have a new Superintendent this summer. It does not benefit our students
to tie the new Superintendent's hands for three years before s/he even arrives. Let the new
Superintendent have a say in something so vital.
Third, ESSA regulations are undergoing drastic changes. Even a well-formed framework may
not meet the requirements of next week, much less less month.
Fourth, this framework was released less than a week before the committee and the board are
asked to decide, allowing too little time for stakeholder and public review and comment.
Something so important deserves more deliberation than this timeline allows.
Finally, academic plans, which must arguably conform to the strategic plan, must be adjusted
and adapted to changing circumstances—must be a "living document," the same as the
Strategic Plan itself—and they are already due (meaning this framework cannot be
accommodated by current AcFin plans). Allowing schools the flexibility to modify these living
documents as needed provides some of the local control ESSA supports.
Please delay decision-making on this framework until a new Superintendent is hired.
Mahalo,
Steve Johnson Baldwin HS Maui
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Debbie Anderson/WAIAKEAI/HIDOE
04/03/2017 12:18 PM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject 11:30 Achievement Committee
meeting 4 April 2017

Sorry, my house lost power this morning so this is slightly unfinished...
Madness3.docx

Stop the madness. 3.0 is not shifting the paradigm away from NCLB into the ESSA era.
When you see a proposal which is shorter than the explanations against it, that writing
alone should give you reason to postpone action.
Measuring poverty more doesn’t eradicate its effects. Dismal results nationally from the
last dozen years show that STRIVEHI in any iteration from the outgoing administration
is far off from Hawaii’s real targets supporting innovation, creativity and empowerment.
Quantifying statistics is insufficient. Authentic samples include projects, portfolios, resumes.
My statistics professor who wrote the textbook would be appalled at any n under 30
being touted as “industry standard” (p. 10). Please explain further how the Hawaii State
Department of Education will be developing a job description for the new position overseeing
the subgroup Foster Care and Vulnerable Students (unaccompanied minors), and what
specific supports are being provided/funded?
We need to address directly funding streams for supporting school improvement:
Hiring more personnel at the state level isn’t helping schools or learners.
“No additional financial resources for (TSI) status” Targeted Support and Improvement.
Please answer the following questions in the format of the absurd:
1. Well rounded education is:
a. Language arts
b. Math
c. Science
d. ONLY these 3 subject areas?
2. Describe whole child education: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _? Selecting our ESSA flexible
indicator as absenteeism because it’s measured easily already isn’t good enough.
ASCD encourages transition from a focus on narrowly defined academic achievement
(STRIVEHI) to one that promotes the long-term development and success of all children.
ASCD’s definition at our 2016 Waikoloa Conference indicated the “social, emotional, mental,
physical, and cognitive development of each student regardless of gender, race, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, or geographic location.” A tenet is “actively engaged in learning and
connected to the school and broader community.
There is no reason justifiable to rush paperwork through for which the federal
government has loosened requirements and regulations. Don’t rubber stamp again an
expedient and dangerous Strategic Plan which includes liability for a federally illegal
indicator not supported by Hawaii’s State Advisory Panel under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), the Special Education Advisory Council (SEAC).
Give our incoming Superintendent the courtesy and time to craft Hawaii’s ESSA
response in alignment with the significantly greater involvement of the ESSA Task Force.
Please help policymakers, educators, families, and community members move from a
vision about educating the whole child to sustainable, collaborative action.
Just say no.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT COMMITTEE

RE:

Wilbert Holck
Executive Director

AGENDA ITEAM IV, A, COMMITTEE ACTION ON EVERY STUDENT
SUCCEEDS ACT (“ESSA”) IMPACTS ON SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY

TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 2017
COREY ROSENLEE, PRESIDENT
HAWAII STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Chair Cox and Members of the Committee:
In December of 2015, Congress passed and then President Barack Obama signed the
Every Student Succeeds Act, which replaced punitive measures of school accountability
with opportunities for educator empowerment. Gov. David Ige subsequently embraced
the law by establishing an ESSA Task Force to reimagine the direction of public
education in Hawai’i and develop a new vision for our children’s scholastic future.
After meeting with thousands of stakeholders across the state, the ESSA Task Force
crafted a blueprint for Hawai’i schools that champions authentic assessments, whole
child learning, meaningful teacher evaluations, and fully funded classrooms. Each of
these items was supported by community members who understand that social and
economic prosperity demand educational excellence.
The school accountability system being offered by the Hawai’i State Department of
Education, this Tuesday, fails to forge a new direction for our school system. Instead, it
reinforces practices that are proven to suppress innovation by overemphasizing
standardized testing, while dismissing evidence-based indicators that correlate with
higher achievement, like lower class sizes and access to highly qualified teachers.
HIDOE officials do not have to submit their final ESSA individual accountability
system to the U.S. Department of Education until September 18, 2017. Therefore, we
are asking you to delay approval of the school accountability system, or STRIVE HI 3.0,
until a later date, allowing more time to design an accountability system that inspires
teachers and students to exceed expectations.

Last year, the Board of Education launched a search for a new state superintendent.
Recognizing the need for new thinking that aligns with the flexibility afforded by ESSA,
members of the board voted to find a leader untethered from old education paradigms,
like No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top. On Tuesday, however, the DOE is
asking the board to commit to a three-year accountability framework to become
effective in the fall of 2017 and last through the 2019-2020 school year, paralleling the
duration the of the Joint BOE-DOE Strategic Plan. We must allow the new
superintendent, who will be responsible for managing the system on which all of our
public schools will be judged, to have a say in how the system will be crafted and
implemented, rather than constrain the new superintendent to an accountability
program for which he or she had no role in enacting.
Relatedly, last month, the United States Senate voted to block the Obama
administration’s ESSA accountability rules governing how states rate and improve
schools. The move precludes the USDOE and recently confirmed Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos from issuing any substantially similar regulations, throwing into
confusion how, for example, academic measures should be included or special needs
students should be counted in state accountability plans. Until the USDOE issues
further guidance, it is irresponsible to prematurely approve an accountability system
that may be overturned later, once new guidelines are released.
Finally, we appreciate that the board called the Strategic Plan a living document upon
its approval in December. We believe that all academic plans must be living documents,
subject to change when new education policies are put forward. While we understand
the need to provide clarity to schools finalizing their academic and financial plans in
April, these plans, too, should be open to revision when the circumstances in which
they’re codified evolve.
Again, when our state’s ESSA Plan is submitted to federal officials in September, it will
demand that local schools adapt their academic plans to comport with federal
comments on or authorization of the DOE’s strategies. Yet, authoring a sensible plan
requires stakeholder support, as community meetings on the ESSA Blueprint and
Strategic Plan demonstrated, and which cannot be achieved when the public is given
only five days to review and comment on the school accountability program, as
happened with regard to the current proposal.
Our school accountability system must reflect the factors that most heavily impact
student success and provide actionable feedback to educators. Please give the education
community more time to discuss how ESSA influences school accountability by delaying
consideration of STRIVE HI 3.0 until a future BOE meeting.

Deborah Anderson
<deborah.anderson@waiakeai.k12.hi.us>
04/03/2017 01:29 PM
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Date: 1/13/17

Debbie Anderson/WAIAKEAI/HIDOE
04/03/2017 01:19 PM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc Brittany
Green/MAKAKILO/HIDOE@HIDOE
Subject Testimony on Inclusion rate concerns
for 4 April 2017 BOE Meetings (11:30
Achievement and 1:30 General)

Aloha,
At this weekend's HSTA Convention, several successful items referenced the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) on Tuesday's agendas.
The handwritten testimony below references concerns on the Inclusion rate indicator in the Strategic Plan,
particularly as it's heading to federal reviewers:
Mahalo
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TESTIMONY FOR AGENGA ITEM IV, A, COMMITTEE ACTION ON EVERY
STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT (“ESSA”) IMPACTS ON SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY
Student Achievement Committee
Hon. Margaret Cox, Chair
Hon. Patricia Bergin, Vice Chair
Tuesday, April 4, 2017, 11:00 AM
Queen Liliuokalani Building, Room 404

Honorable Chair Cox and committee members:
I am Kris Coffield, representing the IMUAlliance, a nonpartisan political advocacy
organization that currently boasts over 350 local members. On behalf of our members, we
offer this testimony in strong opposition to approval of the DOE’s proposed school
accountability system, STRIVE HI 3.0.
We can wait. In accordance with the Hawai’i State Department of Education’s taste
for enumerated plans, here is a point-by-point analysis of why the Board of Education can
and should delay decision-making on the department’s proposed accountability system
until a future meeting.
1. HIDOE leaders have until September 18th to submit their final ESSA Plan to the
U.S. Department of Education. Rather than rush through an accountability system
with little stakeholder–especially teacher–input, we should discuss accountability
over the summer, preferably via community meetings, when educators have more
time to digest the copious amount of information surrounding the crafting of
STRIVE 3.0. Then, in August or September, the board can revisit the issue. The
hasty nature of the current proposal is demonstrated by its continued overemphasis
of standardized testing data in determining school success, a measure that numerous
educators and community members have condemned as academically,
professionally, and developmentally harmful in testimony to the board and at
community meetings on Gov. Ige’s ESSA Blueprint and the Joint DOE-BOE
Strategic Plan.
Kris Coffield

(808) 679-7454

imuaalliance@gmail.com

2. In December, the BOE launched its search for a new superintendent, a process that
will be completed by June. If the board approves the school accountability system
put forward on Tuesday, it should cancel the superintendent search. It would be
administrative malpractice to handcuff the incoming superintendent to an
accountability system that s/he had no say in creating. Moreover, the department’s
STRIVE HI 3.0 monstrosity is groaning under the weight of test-based statistics and
related mandated curricula that reflect precisely the educational paradigm the
superintendent search is attempting to rectify. Why would the board advance an
agenda based on ideas generated during the days of No Child Left Behind and Race
to the Top, when it is specifically seeking someone to replace those outdated ways
of thinking?
3. Notably, last month, the United States Senate dramatically altered the ESSA
landscape by discarding the former Obama administration’s ESSA regulations,
including those related to school accountability, and further prevented current U.S.
Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos from establishing substantially similar
guidelines. Until the USDOE releases new guidelines, we have no way of knowing
what federal officials expect. To prematurely adopt a comprehensive school
accountability system for ESSA, therefore, would be like playing laser tag while
blindfolded. All we know, based on the Senate’s course reversal, is that the targets
our state will be tasked with hitting are on the move. We would be doing teachers
and their students a great disservice by impulsively embracing a plan that may be
need to be rewritten wholesale in a few weeks or months, when new guidelines are
released.
4. Members of the public were effectively given only five days to consider and provide
feedback on the accountability plan put forward by the DOE. While months were
devoted to community forums on the ESSA Blueprint and Strategic Plan, the
department is rashly ramming the accountability framework for both plans through
the approval process. Providing opportunities and ample time for public feedback
produces buy-in from stakeholders who will be involved in carrying out and
working within the new system, once implemented. Whooshing through the vetting
process without soliciting public support, on the other hand, breeds mistrust, rather
than the empowerment of teachers and community members about which the board
has so often spoken.

Kris Coffield

(808) 679-7454

imuaalliance@gmail.com

5. Finally, academic plans, like the Strategic Plan, can and should be living documents.
When the ESSA Plan is submitted in September and subsequently approved, both
the overarching Strategic Plan and individual schools’ academic plans can be
modified accordingly. Our teachers are nimble, having been forced to become so by
the endless stream of federal and state hoops through which they’ve been forced to
jump in recent years. They can continue to work under current conditions, knowing
that they may have to adapt to strategies when the ESSA Plan is submitted and
approved this fall.
To promote a society in which our schools are the sign and signal of Hawai’i’s
highest standards of excellence, please delay action on a new accountability system until a
later date.
Sincerely,
Kris Coffield
Executive Director
IMUAlliance

Kris Coffield
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Andrew Jones <jonesbaron23@gmail.com>
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To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony for Student Achievement
Committee Meeting, 4-4-17

Name: Andy Jones, Radford HS
Meeting: Student Achievement Committee, 4-4-17
Agenda Item: IVA: Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act ("ESSA") impacts on
school accountability
Postion: Oppose
Aloha, Members of the Board. My name is Andy Jones, and I’m a Language Arts teacher at
Radford High School.

I am writing to ask you to postpone approval of the DOE’s proposed accountability framework.
There is an obvious disparity between the two implicit interpretations of ESSA represented in the
Governor’s Task Force Blueprint and in the DOE’s recommendation framework. The DOE
framework should be revised to reflect the content of the Blueprint. Without such alignment,
educators will be at a loss whether (and to what extent) they should take their professional cues
from the Task Force Blueprint, which represents a substantial shift from the status quo that has
governed Hawai’i public education for the past two decades, or whether they should limit their
attention to the more modest and piecemeal alterations proposed in the DOE framework.

I will elaborate on my suggestion for postponement further in spoken testimony.

Mahalo,
Andy Jones
Language Arts teacher
Radford High School
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April 4, 2017
Hawaiʻi Board of Education
Student Achievement Committee
Margaret Cox, Committee Chairperson
Patricia Bergin, Committee Vice Chairperson
Aloha Chair Cox, Vice Chair Bergin and Members of the Committee,
We would like to comment on Item IV A, Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") impacts on school accountability
We are a group of advocates from Native Hawaiian, parent, disability, higher education,
multilingual, social justice, and education reform communities who have come together to look at
opportunities and risks for advancing equity and improving achievement under the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA).
We are committed to equity in education through either of the state's official languages, English
and Hawaiian. We are concerned for specified groups that need particular attention - students with
disabilities, students who do not speak the language of instruction, students with socio-economic
challenges, and racial and ethnic groups that have historically not succeeded in our schools
relative to others.
We are supportive of the DOE’s recommendation of an n-size of 20, though we acknowledge that
SEAC has recommended a n-size of 10. We feel that the n-size of 20 is significantly lower than the
current n-size of 40, which would include more students in their respective subgroups.
We are also supportive of the DOE’s recommendation to have Filipino, Native Hawaiian and Pacific
Islander as disaggregated groups. While Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander groups are already
disaggregated in state reporting, the addition of Filipino as its own group is welcomed, since
Filipinos are the second largest ethnic group in the State.
Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity to testify.
Mahalo,
Cheri Nakamura (HEʻE Coalition)
Sylvia Hussey (Native Hawaiian Education Council)
Patricia Halagao
Brook Chapman DeSousa
Kaʻanoʻi Walk
Kanakolu Noa
Gavin Thornton
William Pila Wilson (Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani College of Hawaiian Language, UH Hilo, ʻAha
Pūnana Leo, Inc.)

Lester Kunimitsu <lkunimitsu@gmail.com>
04/03/2017 03:07 PM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony to the Hawaii Board of
Education Student Achievement
Committee

RE: Item IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeed Act ("ESSA") impacts on school
accountability Tuesday, April 4, 2017
Aloha distinguished chair Cox and Members of the Committee:

My name is Lester Kunimitsu. I am a teacher at H. P. Baldwin High School on the island of
Maui. I also recommended you as a member of the HSTA BOD when the BOE were elected. I
ask that you delay acting on the Department of Education "school accountability framework"
until a new Superintendent is hired.
First, there is no need to hurry. The federal deadline for submission of an ESSA plan is
September 18, 2017. There is time to consider what a truly transformative plan that serves our
students' needs should contain. The DOE proposal is incremental and retains many of the worst
elements of past versions of Strive HI.
Second, the DOE will have a new Superintendent this summer. It does not benefit our students
to tie the new Superintendent's hands for three years before s/he even arrives. Let the new
Superintendent have a say in something so vital.
Third, ESSA regulations are undergoing drastic changes. Even a well-formed framework may
not meet the requirements of next week, much less less month.
Fourth, this framework was released less than a week before the committee and the board are
asked to decide, allowing too little time for stakeholder and public review and comment.
Something so important deserves more deliberation than this timeline allows.
Finally, academic plans, which must arguably conform to the strategic plan, must be adjusted
and adapted to changing circumstances—must be a "living document," the same as the
Strategic Plan itself—and they are already due (meaning this framework cannot be
accommodated by current Academic Financial plans). Allowing schools the flexibility to modify
these living documents as needed provides some of the local control ESSA supports.
Please delay decision-making on this framework until a new Superintendent is hired.
Mahalo,
Lester Kunimitsu
H. P. Baldwin High School
Maui District
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April 4, 2017
Hawaiʻi Board of Education
Student Achievement Committee
Margaret Cox, Committee Chairperson
Patricia Bergin, Committee Vice Chairperson
Aloha Chair Cox, Vice Chair Bergin and Members of the Committee,
We would like to comment on Item IV A, Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") impacts on school accountability
We are a group of advocates from Native Hawaiian, parent, disability, higher education,
multilingual, social justice, and education reform communities who have come together to look at
opportunities and risks for advancing equity and improving achievement under the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA).
We are committed to equity in education through either of the state's official languages, English
and Hawaiian. We are concerned for specified groups that need particular attention - students with
disabilities, students who do not speak the language of instruction, students with socio-economic
challenges, and racial and ethnic groups that have historically not succeeded in our schools
relative to others.
We are supportive of the DOE’s recommendation of an n-size of 20, though we acknowledge that
SEAC has recommended a n-size of 10. We feel that the n-size of 20 is significantly lower than the
current n-size of 40, which would include more students in their respective subgroups.
We are also supportive of the DOE’s recommendation to have Filipino, Native Hawaiian and Pacific
Islander as disaggregated groups. While Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander groups are already
disaggregated in state reporting, the addition of Filipino as its own group is welcomed, since
Filipinos are the second largest ethnic group in the State.
Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity to testify.
Mahalo,
Cheri Nakamura (HEʻE Coalition)
Sylvia Hussey (Native Hawaiian Education Council)
Patricia Halagao
Brook Chapman DeSousa
Kaʻanoʻi Walk
Kanakolu Noa
Gavin Thornton
William Pila Wilson (Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani College of Hawaiian Language, UH Hilo, ʻAha
Pūnana Leo, Inc.)

Lester Kunimitsu <lkunimitsu@gmail.com>
04/03/2017 03:07 PM

To testimony_boe@notes.k12.hi.us
cc
Subject Testimony to the Hawaii Board of
Education Student Achievement
Committee

RE: Item IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeed Act ("ESSA") impacts on school
accountability Tuesday, April 4, 2017
Aloha distinguished chair Cox and Members of the Committee:

My name is Lester Kunimitsu. I am a teacher at H. P. Baldwin High School on the island of
Maui. I also recommended you as a member of the HSTA BOD when the BOE were elected. I
ask that you delay acting on the Department of Education "school accountability framework"
until a new Superintendent is hired.
First, there is no need to hurry. The federal deadline for submission of an ESSA plan is
September 18, 2017. There is time to consider what a truly transformative plan that serves our
students' needs should contain. The DOE proposal is incremental and retains many of the worst
elements of past versions of Strive HI.
Second, the DOE will have a new Superintendent this summer. It does not benefit our students
to tie the new Superintendent's hands for three years before s/he even arrives. Let the new
Superintendent have a say in something so vital.
Third, ESSA regulations are undergoing drastic changes. Even a well-formed framework may
not meet the requirements of next week, much less less month.
Fourth, this framework was released less than a week before the committee and the board are
asked to decide, allowing too little time for stakeholder and public review and comment.
Something so important deserves more deliberation than this timeline allows.
Finally, academic plans, which must arguably conform to the strategic plan, must be adjusted
and adapted to changing circumstances—must be a "living document," the same as the
Strategic Plan itself—and they are already due (meaning this framework cannot be
accommodated by current Academic Financial plans). Allowing schools the flexibility to modify
these living documents as needed provides some of the local control ESSA supports.
Please delay decision-making on this framework until a new Superintendent is hired.
Mahalo,
Lester Kunimitsu
H. P. Baldwin High School
Maui District
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S E A C

Special Education Advisory Council
919 Ala Moana Blvd., Room 101
Honolulu, HI 96814
Phone: 586-8126
Fax: 586-8129
email: spin@doh.hawaii.gov

April 4, 2017
Special Education
Advisory Council
Ms. Martha Guinan, Chair
Ms. Dale Matsuura, Vice Chair
Dr. Patricia Sheehey, Vice
Chair
Ms. Ivalee Sinclair, Vice Chair
Ms. Brendelyn Ancheta
Dr. Robert Campbell, liaison
to the military
Ms. Deborah Cheeseman
Ms. Annette Cooper
Ms. Gabriele Finn
Mr. Sage Goto
Ms. Valerie Johnson
Ms. Bernadette Lane
Ms. Kaili Murbach
Ms. Stacey Oshio
Ms. Kau’i Rezentes
Ms. Charlene Robles
Ms. Rosie Rowe
Mr. James Street
Dr. Todd Takahashi
Dr. Daniel Ulrich
Mr. Steven Vannatta
Mr. Gavin Villar
Dr. Amy Wiech
Ms. Jasmine Williams
Ms. Susan Wood
Dr. Christina Tydeman, liaison
to the Superintendent
Amanda Kaahanui, Staff
Susan Rocco, Staff

Margaret Cox, Chair
Student Achievement Committee
Hawaii State Board of Education
P. O. Box 2360
Honolulu, HI 96804
RE: IV. A. Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act
(“ESSA”) impacts on school accountability
Dear Chair Cox and Members of the Committee,
The Special Education Advisory Council (SEAC) welcomes another
opportunity to weigh in on the Department’s proposed ESSA
accountability system, Strive HI 3.0. We appreciate the Department’s
thoughtful discussion regarding perceived arguments against the
current draft proposal, including a reference to SEAC’s positions on the
use of the High Needs achievement gap as an accountability measure
and the selection of an “n” size for reporting subgroup performance.
SEAC stands firm on our earlier recommendations as related below,
and we add a third related to our concern regarding the use of the
School Quality Survey as the sole metric for School Climate:
Recommendation #1: Remove the high needs students vs. non-high
needs students achievement gap as an accountability measure or
display the gap by listing separate achievement scores for its three
component groups--economically disadvantaged students, English
learners and students with disabilities.
It remains SEAC’s understanding that ESSA has determined that
states are no longer able to combine groups of students into “supersubgroups” for accountability purposes. ESSA also requires that
states demonstrate that a school with a consistently under performing
subgroup of students receives a lower summative determination than it
would otherwise receive without the under-performing subgroup.
The proposed use of the old “high-needs” super-subgroup fails to
transparently reflect the performance of the distinct subgroups within.
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Recommendation #2: Utilize an “n” size of 10 students rather than 20 students as the
minimum number of students in each subgroup for accountability purposes.
Lowering the “n” size to 10 ensures that more academically vulnerable students are identified and
provided supports. The Individuals with Disabilities Act monitoring system has long utilized 10
as an “n” size that protects the confidentiality of students with disabilities. Eight states--Alaska,
Florida, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming--use an “n” size of 10 and another 13 have “n” sizes between 10
and 20 for federal accountability and improvement purposes.
Recommendation #3: Identify additional metrics to measure school climate and/or add
categorical data to the School Quality Survey (SQS) to help identify which student groups are
responding to the survey.
As with other Strive HI 3.0 accountability measures, SEAC is concerned about equity for students
with disabilities. National statistics have consistently shown that students with disabilities are 2-3
times more likely to bullied at school that students without disabilities, which has a negative impact
on their sense of safety on the school campus. In the 2016 SQS Statewide Summary Report, roughly
77,000 surveys were distributed in SY 15-16 to public school students in elementary through high
school--about 40% of the overall school population. The return rate varied from 56.9% at combined
middle-high schools to 85% in elementary schools. Because no data is available indicating how
individual student subgroups responded and in what percentages, it is not possible to guarantee that
the SQS measure is reflective of students with disabilities or any other subgroup.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input. We look forward to your deliberation of these
recommendations. Should you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact us.
Respectfully,
Martha Guinan
SEAC Chair

Ivalee Sinclair
Legislative Committee Chair
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Kellee Kelly
Special Education teacher
Hawaii Island
Agenda Item IV a
Student Achievement
Against adoption of strive high 3.0
Members of the board of education,
My name is Kellee Kelly. I am a special education teacher on the island of Hawaii. I am
writing to ask that the board postpone the adoption of the three year accountability plan.
In the past year I have attended many amazing conferences both by the Department of
Education as well as by private entities. These include EIH conference 2016, Leadership
Summit (DOE) 2016, Waimea Technology conference (DOE) 2016, and HITC conference
by Kamehameha Schools 2017. All of these conferences had amazing keynote speakers that
spoke of innovation. A different kind of schooling. It was refreshing, exciting, a new kind of
thinking that felt right. Additionally, the task force process had drawn in thousands of
community members into this new and refreshing way of INCLUDING all ideas into a
action plan that we would be responsible for.
Yet, here I am frustrated and confused because this is always what happens. Teachers
feedback is asked for, and nothing happens. The idea of innovation and collaboration is
packaged and sold to teachers but not acted upon by our policy makers.
I stood before you a couple months ago to ask for a delay of the strategic plan for this
reason, and again I stand before you to ask the same thing. Why are we ignoring the energy
that ESSA task force brought to the table? What is even happening with the task force?
Why is the DOE again ignoring teacher feedback on a document that will drive all decision
making?
The rush to approve DOE 3.0 Accountability plan ignores all of the input that was given by
teachers and community members at the ESSA task force. Again. More so, we were not
given enough time to go through the lengthy proposal with no opportunity for feedback.
This can lead to mistakes, inconsistencies, and policies that break the law, as usual. More
so, creating a 3 year plan before the change of superintendent, means that we are all
committed to status quo another 3 years.
So I ask you, are you going to practice what you preach and be truly innovative, or are you
going to make a choice that only confirms what we already know, that DOE is status quo,
top down.
Thank You for your consideration,
Kellee Kelly
Special Education Teacher
Hawaii Island
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AGENDA ITEM: Every Student Succeeds Act ("ESSA") impacts on school accountability

Distinguished Chair Cox, Vice Chair Bergin, and members of the Committee:

My name is Mireille Ellsworth, and I am an English and Drama teacher at Waiakea High School
in Hilo. I am also a member of the Teacher Leader Workgroup and was quoted in the letter from
the Department of Education regarding today’s action item for the Board to approve the
Department’s School Accountability Plan, otherwise known as STRIVE HI 3.0.

I would first like to set the record straight on some of my suggestions given at the Teacher
Leader Workgroup webinar that did not appear in DOE’s letter to Chairperson Cox (dated April
4, 2017):








Test scores in three subject areas cannot possibly measure a “well-rounded education” as
the DOE claims (SLIDE 9)
True measures of a “well-rounded education” include a school’s offering of electives and
clubs, including the arts, student government, and community service organizations
“Whole child education” cannot be measured by attendance since most chronic
attendance issues are caused by factors beyond a school’s control (SLIDE 9)
True measures of “whole child education” should include wrap around services, like
making showers and laundry facilities available, social services, healthy meals,
psychological and drug prevention/treatment services (see next bullet)
DOE chose not to include input measures in STRIVE HI that are critical to the
implementation of any strategic plan: the capacity to implement quality services and
instruction to students, namely “students’ access to fully qualified teachers, qualifies
paraeducators, librarians/media specialists, and specialized instructional support
personnel (counselors, social workers, nurses and psychologists) (PAGE 8, #5 in letter to
the Board)

Equity can never be achieved if not all students have access to fully qualified teachers, and by
neglecting to measure this thereby prioritizing solving the chronic teacher shortage, DOE will
never achieve the meaningful results it should be seeking.

In reading DOE’s 13-page letter to the Board (dated April 4, 2017) justifying rushing a vote of
approval, the following points must be noted:










DOE tries to portray STRIVE HI 3.0 as a “paradigm shift” and a “significant shift” from
NCLB (PAGES 1, 4, & 5), but it is actually a more expensive waste of precious
resources dedicated to testing and data collection, resources that could be dedicated to
actual whole child education, wrap around services to facilitate true equity for our most
disadvantaged and struggling students, and smaller class sizes, which research shows
helps all students
The estimated cost of standardized testing does not include time spent on test
preparation, interim testing, test-driven curricula, classroom materials related to
standardized testing, computer equipment, and personnel needed to administer
standardized tests, consultants contracted to assist with assessment preparation and
delivery, and the opportunity cost of educational programs eliminated to increase time for
standardized testing.
BOE needs to ask DOE for the cost of the software and staff necessary at the school
level, district level, complex level, and state level to collect this data and compare it to
the cost to collect just what is required by ESSA
Charter schools will suffer (financial and human resources) trying to collect this data
without the level of support offered to mainstream DOE schools
Time is needed to evaluate all of the above; therefore, the BOE must move to delay
consideration of the STRIVE HI 3.0

I urge the Board to delay approval of STRIVE HI 3.0, a flawed concept of how to improve
public education in Hawaii. Schools have already written their Academic and Financial Plans for
next school year, so Hawaii has time to use the vision of the Governor’s Blueprint for Education
and benefit from a new superintendent to take a new direction since the ESSA plan is not due
until September 18, 2017.
Thank you,

Mireille Ellsworth,
English and Drama Teacher,
Waiakea High School,
Hilo, Big Island
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TESTIMONY TO THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENT ACHIEVMENT
RE: Inclusion Rate in the DOE Strategic Plan
April 4, 2017
Aloha Chair Cox and members of the Committee on Student Achievement. Thank you for the
opportunity to share with you my concerns related to one of the Strategic Plan Indicators you
have selected; the inclusion rate. My name is Rebecca Hadley-Schlosser and I am completing my
25th year of teaching, all as a special education teacher. I have spent 19 of my 20 years in the
Hawaii Department of Education at Ma’ili Elementary School. During my years at Ma’ili, I have
taught every grade level from preschool through sixth in a variety of settings. I am very
concerned that many of our principals are misinterpreting the intent of the inclusion rate as stated
in the Strategic Plan. I have been told by fellow special education teachers across the state that
their principal has stated they will be a full inclusion school next year. Some teachers are even
being directed to only present parents with inclusion as the only service delivery model available
for all students. This does not allow us to determine, as a team, what a child’s least restrictive
environment is based on the student’s academic and functional performance data. Where a child
with special needs receives their education is determined by the child’s team, not by the principal
only. It must also not be pre-determined that that’s where the child will be educated. The least
restrictive environment should not be compromised further by a specific percentage stated in the
state’s strategic plan. It is the job of the child’s educational team to determine what that
particular child’s least restrictive environment is as mandated by the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act. What we all need to be mindful of is what is meant by the least
restrictive environment mandate. The least restrictive environment is not a place, it is a principle
that guides an eligible student’s individualized educational program. While I’d love to say that

every child should be fully included in the general education setting, I am realistic enough after
25 years of teaching, to understand that there are specific populations of students for whom the
least restrictive environment is not the general education setting. Over the years I have had
students who exhibited extremely violent behavior that made them a danger to their classmates. I
have had students with significant cognitive impairments that need a vastly modified curriculum
in order to be a functional adult when they graduate from high school. I have also had students
with medical needs requiring a nurse on staff at all times. These students are not best served in
the general education setting. They need a much more individualized educational program that
addresses their specific needs. If we mandate that these students are to stay in the general
education setting, we are placing an unnecessary and unfair burden on the general education
teacher who does not have the necessary training and qualifications to meet those specific needs.
We are doing a disservice to the students and the teachers.
My biggest fear is that this mandate and the interpretations being made by administrators is that
we are on our way towards another Felix Consent Decree. Having come into the state in the
middle of the Felix Consent Decree, I do not wish to see the state spend millions more to
plaintiffs because we are not following federal mandates. Please reconsider the implementation
of this indicator in the strategic plan before we have another lawsuit filed against us.
Respectfully submitted by,
Rebecca Hadley-Schlosser
Special Education Teacher
Ma’ili Elementary School
Leeward District, Oahu

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
RE: EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT IMPACTS ON SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY
April 4, 2017
Good morning Chair Cox and members of the Committee on Student Achievement. Thank you
for allowing me to speak with you this morning. My name is Rebecca Hadley-Schlosser and I am
a special education teacher at Ma’ili Elementary School. While I applaud the efforts of the
committee to address the issue of school accountability and the impacts of ESSA on them, I am
very concerned that we are pushing this through without taking into account several things that
are taking place in our state and our country.
First, the deadline for states to develop and submit their ESSA Accountability Plan isn’t until
September 18, so there is no reason to rush through to submitting this plan at this time.
Second, we will have a new Superintendent in June. If we submit the accountability plan now,
we are tying the new Superintendent’s hands and holding them to three years of a plan they had
no say in developing when they may have other ideas on how best to implement ESSA in our
state. We need to allow the new Superintendent the opportunity to review the information and
have some say in how we are going to address the Accountability Plan for ESSA
implementation.
Third, given that Donald Trump is our new President, his selection of a new Secretary of
Education, and a Republican-dominated Congress, we need to wait to see how they are going to
revise ESSA before submitting our plans. What if we state we are going to do something in our
plan that is no longer a requirement under the revisions to the law? Will we be able to revise our
plan at that point in time? Congress is currently reviewing and revising the law and we need to
wait until that is complete to see what we are now being required to include in our plan. Failure

to do this, will result in spending more time and money developing a revised plan. We need to
wait until we receive the final regulations so that we don’t spend money we are constantly being
told we don’t have available to us.
Fourth, before submitting this accountability plan, the public needs more time to review this plan
and give you input before we submit it as a final document. Allowing only four days for public
review is insufficient.
My fifth, and final, point is that the document should be a living document like other documents
we have in our educational system. Every school is required to review and revise their academic
and financial plans for submittal in December. If we wait to submit our accountability plan until
near the September deadline, we will then be able to revise the state’s strategic plan and schools
will have time to revise their academic and financial plans with the new accountability plan in
mind.
As a special education teacher and a grandmother to a child who will start his first year in the
DOE special education preschool setting on May 1, I want to see a plan developed that will
ensure that he and all keiki in Hawaii are having their needs met and we are truly addressing
accountability under the new mandates of the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Beatrice DeRego-Coffield – Kahuku High & Intermediate
Re: Student Achievement Committee, April 4, 2017
Agenda Item: IV-A: Committee Action on Every Student Succeeds Act ("ESSA") impacts on school accountability
Postion: Strongly Oppose

Aloha, Honorable Chair Cox and Members of the Student Achievement Committee and the Board.
My name is Beatrice DeRego-Coffield and I am currently the Test Coordinator at Kahuku High and Intermediate.
“This is a major paradigm shift from school accountability systems for the last decade that were designed to meet
federal requirements, although Strive HI included more state priorities, albeit constrained by US ED's technical
requirements. An illustration of how the Strategic Plan Indicators and ESSA required indicators may be organized for
Strive HI reports is provided in the Presentation (Exhibit A) on Slides 8-9. [Emphasis added].
Claiming the Strategic Plan Indicators have somehow elevated the madness of mass testing multiple grade levels of
students by adding a few cherry-picked indicators from the federal list is a significant stretch. While ESSA requires
testing, disaggregating English Language Learners, and graduation rates, it provides complete leeway in a state’s
choice of non-academic indicators. Unfortunately, the Strategic Plan closely mimics the structure of the previous
ineffective plans, lacking the innovation and creative spirit the Board of Education keeps demanding the department
infuse into our current school system. Rather than follow the guidelines allowing states to choose any number of
culturally sensitive non-academic indicators – there are two – suggested by the federal DOE. Where are indicators
such as access to advanced coursework or apprenticeship programs or participation in co-curricular activities? Where
is the emphasis on a well-rounded education? Where is Nā Hopena A’o – the Breath of Hawaii? ESSA requires that
the academic weights are greater than the non-academic – fifty-one% is all that is needed, especially for an invalid
and unreliable test related to a set of standards that is rapidly losing popularity amongst the parents and communities
we serve – often referred to as our clients or customers.
All the indicators are chosen to maintain the massive structure of data analysis imposed upon the State of Hawaii by
the No Child Left Behind legislation. If they can’t quantify our students with numbers to determine which students
demonstrate the magic qualities that are “scaleable” to other schools – then it’s not going to be added to the formula.
In the interest of equity, they are now going to place more groups under a microscope to ensure they are test-adjusted.
Their belief is that somehow this justifies the funds and man-hours invested in education. They believe that all these
numbers represent reality and will lead to improved student performance. Well, they sure don’t represent the TRUTH!
Truth is sincere students who miss almost 2 weeks of critical literature and language instruction so they can finish the
Smarter Balanced Assessment in the window of opportunity they are provided. They also lose a minimum of a week
of math instruction so they can duplicate their efforts on the Math SBA. They are students who stop producing their
best work after several days simply due to test fatigue and the knowledge that their scores do not count for any
significant measure of their personal progress. A noteworthy number of them have already learned after a few years
to “click” through the test to finish as hastily as possible so they can return to actual relevant learning.

The Board has recently demonstrated its growing understanding of the needs our keiki deserve. They specifically
mandated the Strategic Plan be a living document that aligns with Governor Ige’s Task Force Blueprint – the
requirement of stakeholder participation under ESSA that is nearly invisible in Strive-HI 3.0. The Board has also
asked the department to make adjustments to curriculum that inspire creativity and allow the messy, failure-ridden
process of innovation. The Board has demonstrated the necessity of moving from the numbers only version of
success to one that celebrates our keiki’s success. But Hawaii’s public school students and teachers have almost
lost hope that members of the Board will create schools they would dream their own children would attend.
There is ample time to revise this plan, which should be the purview of the incoming superintendent if the Board
actually expects a real paradigm shift in Hawaii’s educational system. We don’t need a plan that effectively locks
his/her hands for the next three years – ensuring more of the same deterioration that’s driving both students and
teachers out of the public school system. There are thousands of stakeholders who have demonstrated their
willingness to volunteer time, effort, and resources to ensure we get this right. I only ask that the Board of Education
demonstrates their ability to lead the Department of Education – guiding us toward a system that will become a model
for other states to follow. Strive-HI 3.0 will not get us there. Please vote NO and ask for something better!
In hopeful expectancy,
Bea DeRego, Kahuku High & Intermediate

"B. K. DeRego" <dercoff@aol.com>
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Aloha,
Testimony for the April 4 Student Activities Committee meeting regarding the Strategic
Plan is attached. Thank you for your consideration. My hope is that you understand
these pieces of testimony are the required input ESSA mandates from all stakeholders,
with a special emphasis on educator involvement in the planning and implementation of
the new Strategic Plan. There are 13,000 of use. I truly hope the rumor that the Board
gives little but a perfunctory glance to the written beliefs of those who cannot attend
solely because we are locked into the madness of the current Strategic Plan is only
rumor.
Mahalo for your undivided attention,
Bea DeRego, Kahuku High & Intermediate
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